
Math 5143- Lecture3



Rfromlasttime functions,
matrices, etc.

P

Notation:whenever I and I are things we

can compose or multiply, we define

[7,g]*fg - gf

Choose * to be an arbitrary field (or just set (=1)

Def. ALie algebra
is an Arector space with

qu alternating bilinear form [...7:2xL+hadxadi-adiadx-

(x,x] =0VXCL = [X14] = (i,x)=(2,0:242

satisfying the Jacobiidentityad
(x,4)=x,adi70xick



This definition emphasizes the importance of the

adjointrepresention of1, which is the mar

ab:L - gl()

where for and rectar space V, we write gl(v)
for the setofall linear maps 2-V.

RemarkThe Jacobi
identifyad (x,47=(adx,954)

is equivalentto [x, (5,27]
+(4,52,x7] +[2,(x,477 =0

0x,y,292.



pet A morphism of Lie algebras
<

isa linear map 4:4 +4, such that

P((X,i)) =(d(X),d()] for all X,4CL.
7d(k) =2z
m

Morphisms can be injective, surjective, or bjective
n mo

28 Ker0 *9X(L, 1d(x) =0] isomorphisms

is zero

Favaite example:ad:<-ge(L) is Liealgebramarphism

Here gl(L) is a Lie algebra with bracket(x,47=xx-i5.

5)Ais anyassociativealgebra then we can view A

as a Lie algebra in the same way, with bracket(x,i7:xi-xx



If V is a rector space with dimVin <a

the choosing a basisfor defines alie algebra

isamorphism gl(v) gln() *nonmatingsare
Aconstructure was to think aboutfinite-dir Lie algebras
isas subalgebras ofglu(*), i.e. as subspaces
-

closed under the Lie bracket. This loses no information:

This (Ado, et al.) EveryLie algebra with dimt<
-

is isomorphic to a lie subdgebra ofglu(A) for some n.



Basic terminology suppose is a Lie algebra
-

⑧ IfH.KSL are subspaces,
then [A,K), subsparespanneysee

① A subalgebrais a subspace KSL with [k,K7sK

② An ideal ISL is a subspace with [477=(7,2]5 =
~ ↑

Any ideal is also a subalgebra. this holds as [x,47=hi,5]

③ The center of his the ideal 2(2)
=(XCL/(x,i)=0VYcL3

.

⑦ L is abian ifI(L) =1 a if (2,27 =8 (equivalentsee
(means (x147 =0 TX,NCL)

⑤ L is simple ifhisnot abelion and has no nonzero idealsquotientvector space exceptitself

⑥ If FL is an
ideal then 2/5=(x+7/ XCL] is a Lie algebra

for the bracket(X**, i +57 = (x,47 +7 fa X,YCL



⑦ A representation of is a morphism 6:L-gl(v)
for some rectar space

⑧ The namalizer and canalize ofa subspace KSL
are the sets NL(K) =9xCL/(abX)(k)sK] and

G(k) =(X(L)(adx)(k) =0]
largest

Normalizer is subalgebra of L containg K as an ideal

Centralizer is anideal ofNicl):ifYCN((K), XCCu(k), 2CK
=

then ad(4,x7(2):(adPadx) (2) -lacxa(z) =0
- ⑳
= 0 = [Y,z](K

***end ofreview) ***



Solvable Lie algebras define (10) =L\ (H) =[((n))(n))- L

Recall, ifI,53) then (F,57 is the spanof ((xii714,5,]
L is solvable if ((n) =0 for some 2 >0.

6If Tn(A)
=upper& matrices

won(#) =strictlyuppermatrices

(1)
then one can check thattn() =

mn (*)

↓(1)"", span S Sij) j - i,2")

so tn(#)
"*
=0 if(k

-> n+se tn (A) is solvable



trop L is a Lie algebra . If L is solvable then

so are all subalgebras and homomorphic image of L

If If KSL then K
"
s L
"' and 01cL)

"'
= phony

if ¢ is a morphism . ☐

pnop_ If I SL is a solvable
ideal and LII is solvable

then L is solvable .

Pt In this case Lt
"
s I for some n>>0

and Icm -0 for some m>70 so Umm)=o
. ☐



Pop I I,JSL are both solvable
ideals then

so is +J.

5) (F+5)/5 = I/InJ is solvable, as isI
⑳

homomaphic
image of

Car. Ifdimh<a thenhas a niquemaximal
>

solvable ideal (which is equal to Life is solvable)
P- Ifs is a maximal solvable ideal of Land ACL is
S

andsolvable ideal then 5 is solvable and contains,

so mustbe equal to s. Thus it ismaximelythen s =s+5 ==5sowable



***Assume dim(4 <&***

We denote the unique maximal salvable ideal

ofa Lie algebra by RadCL), call itthe radical

ref is simple ifRad() =o
thatis, ifI has no nonzero solvable ideals.

(later will see thatsemisimple directsum ofsimple)
EacL/Rad (2) is semisimple [at

If his simplethenhis semisimple

of preimage of anynonzero ideal PS IfL is simple then

in L/RabCL) is an ideal ISL OF (4,27
=2 SO I is notsolvable

containing Rabch)
so is notsolvable so RadCH is a proper ideal so

so by propositions, / Rab(L) is notsolvable
mustbe zero.



NintentLie algebras

L is hilpotent if 1" =0 for some n>0
⑤

where(0 =(( =4, L' =(( =[4,27

(2 =[4S427)>(()

13 =[2, [4,2427),...,
(**) =[2,\t]

milpotent > solvable

"strictly "upper-Δ,
upper-Δ

1)
matrix

matrix



prop.If is milpotentthen so are all of its subalgebras
and honomorphic images.

PSIfKSL then 15 cLh

and ifP:L-1 is a morphism than 4(H" =4(2')

Pop IfL/2(2) is hilpotentthen
his hilpotent

center

Ifin this case,
L*9T(L) for some Lo

and then ("*s [4,2()) =0.

Prop If L is hilpotent
and 250 then 2(2) t0

PFIf L
70 and \(4) =0 then 0L =2(2).8



Prop L is hilpotent if and onlyifthere is some LL o

such that adX, adx ... adXn=0 (as a map (+1)
-

for all X1, X2, ..., XnCL
- concatenation is means fog

elementsof

P h" is spanned bythe for (adX.adXn... abxn)(4)

= (x),(X2, (xs..., (x2,4]...77) far xi,452. 5

we say
thatXCL isailpotentif adx is a

milpotentlinear transformation L+c, i.e. (adx)"=0 for some n

Cor IC is hilpotentthen every XCL is ad-milpotent

If Take x
=x, =... =Xr =X in prop. above.



Assume Lis Lie algebra with dimL<x.

Egel'sthen: Then L is hilpotentif (and only if
elementXL is ad-hilpotent.

every

In other words, I is hilpotentifand onlyifthe

image and<gl(L) is a setofhilpotentfromformations

Lemmal 17 x (ge(V) is milpotent(X" =0 for nazd)
-

then ad X is hilpotent(as an elementofge(ger))
PELetxx (i)

=XYand px(X) =4x.

Then xx and p are commuting hilpotentelons
ofgl(gl(V))

since Axx(y) =PxXx(Y)
=XyX .

5+X" =0 the ex =tx =0
2n-K

so (adX)2=((X-px)( -5,142)+x" ex
wa

=0G one mustbe
zero



Iam suppose Lsgl(r) is a Lie subalgebra and

0 # dimV <N. Assume thatevery XCL is hilpotent

(s0X =0 forsome 220 depending on X). Then

there exists 0 +vCV with XV =0 for all X-L.

P. Any hilpotentlinear transformation
X has an eigenvector with

eigenvale zero
(take any nonzero column ofXF0 ifX"* =0)
#)dimL51 then can justtake ver to be anyO-eigenvector

of some 0 FXCL. Suppose din L>1 and letKCL.

be a maximal proper
Lie subalgebra.

&xinduction (with ad
and LIK replacing (and 2) there is

there is nazero
element

a vector xCL-K
with [4,x7+1 for all YCK. x*KCLIK) such that

(adY)(X+k)=10
+kVY.



This means thatK GNL(K) because NLCKCX*K.
proper

Since 132 is a maximal subalgebra, we musthave

L =NulK) so I SL is actually an ideal.

Since I) is an ideal, the directsum KAZ

isa Lie subalgebra of1 for anyZ-L-K.

Therefore we musthave L=k*#2 for any ICL-1

and dim (= dimK+. Bx induction on dim), the

subspace W = vcV/iv=00YCK3 is nonzero

and we have (WSW since ifXCL, ick,wow then
Any CL-K acts as amilpotentlinear map W-W

↑Xu
=xyn - (x,y]w =0.

so hasa 0-eigenectar O FvCW
with IV=

↳ w
This vector is thena 0-eigenvector for every

=O #
=8 elementX C K*AZ: L. Δ



pooAngel's thin:
ifadX is hilpotentNXCL then Lis[ hilpotent,assuming dim i << 7

Assume everyXCL is adhilpotent. (With dink*)

then adLsgesis satisfies conditions ofper thin,

So exists 0 EX-L with (ad4)(x) =(5,x7 =0 VicL

which means that[(L) 0. Butnow

L/2(2) has smaller dimension with
all elements

still ad-milpotent, so byinduction L/25) is hilpotent.

Hence byearlier lemma,
L is also hilpotent. -



C. Ifdimv=n<8 and LSge(V) consists
ofall hilpotent

elems then there exists a bag ofrector spaces

0 =V0(V,sks... SV =V

such thatXVis Vit for all;and all XCL.

Equivalently, there exists a basis of relative to which

the matrices of all elements XCL are strictlyupper-Δ

4SetV=Ar where & FveV has LV =0

Then apply induction to image
of L ingl(v/v.). 5



Cor IfdimL<*arb is milpotentand KSL is a nonzero

ideal then I(L)nK F0.

If L acts on K bxadjointrepresentation

so theorem above implies thatthere exists

0 FX-K with (adi) (x) =(4,5750 VYCL,

i.e. X is an nonzero elementof (L) n K, g


